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UW-F F4 / F8 Series 
by GLORY
High-performance banknote sorters

The UW Series achieves correct and 
consistent levels of authentication and 
fitness sorting. These sorters offer the 
maximum flexibility with true modularity in 
a choice of 4 configurations to suit virtually 
any banknote processing requirement, 
today and in the future.

UWH-1000 by GLORY
Banknote sorter with strapping function

The UWH-1000 dramatically improves the 
cash management environment by sorting and 
strapping cash. 
Workload is minimised and accuracy achieved with 
reliable fitness sorting and counterfeit detection.

Suitable for:
· High-volume cash centre operations;
·  Where addition automated banknote strapping  
is required;

· Compact design.

Suitable for:
· High-volume cash centre operations; 
· Compact design; 
·  To meet central bank standards for 
banknote quality control.

Counting speed:  
1000 notes per minute
Hopper capacity:  
2000 notes
Dimensions:
UW-F4: 600mm × 455mm × 620mm
UW-F8: 890mm × 455mm × 620mm

SIRIUS Awards 
2017

PLANAD was shortlisted for the seventh 
edition of SIRIUS Awards, in the “Non-
Financial Sector Company of the Year” 
category. 
This category recognizes the quality and 
reach of strategies and projects, as well as 
the quality, thoroughness and breadth of 
published information, by Angolan non-
financial sector companies.  
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USF- 200
by GLORY
Banknote sorter

A compact, efficient and accurate banknote sorter, the USF-200 effortlessly 
handles large volumes of notes significantly improving the cash handling 
processes, performance and productivity of the staff. 
The USF-200 can process banknotes at a remarkably high speed, whilst 
simultaneously performing serial number recognition and fitness sorting,  
with no loss in processing speed or work efficiency. 

Suitable for:
·  In-branch banknote sorting and recycling, to reduce inventory  
and CIT costs;

· High-speed processing;
· Ergonomically designed;
· Compact footprint;
· Low noise emissions.

IV Treasury Meeting

PLANAD participated in the IV Treasury Meeting, 
sponsored by Central Bank of Angola, held in 
Huambo, on 23 – 24 May 2018.
This event was focused on the issues of 
currency in circulation and the means of 
payment, the role of commercial banks in the 
currency recirculation, counterfeit levels and 
practices in Angola, and it was also presented 

the financial education program from 
Central Bank. 
PLANAD presented the new series of 
banknote sorters from the japanese 
multinational company GLORY, and 
was attended by its representatives. 
The ZARPH deposit solution was also 
launched.
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“IN THE NOW: Engage 
- Lead - Sell -  Win”, the 
2018 NCR EMEA Partner 
Conference, was focused 
on industry- specific 
issues, NCR solutions 
and marketing demand 
generation.  
NCR is a leading global 
manufacturer of ATM’s.

“EMEA 
Partner”  
NCR 
Conference, 
held in 
Marbella,  
from 9-11  
May 2018
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“2018 Sales Kick-Off” GLORY 
Conference, held in Valencia,  
from 24-27 April 2018

This event has marked 
GLORY’s 100 year 
anniversary, bringing together 
the distributors and GLORY 
sales teams from over 118 
countries across GLORY’s 
EMEA region. 
New solution developments 

The main objective of this 

training was the development 

of practical skills and knowledge 

in the Health and Safety area, 

allowing the identification of 

the main hazards and risks 

associated with the activities 

carried out in the company and 

the implementation of measures 

to prevent accidents at work and 

to protect employees and the 3rd.

Training in 
“Health and 
Safety at Work”

and product enhancements, 
as well as real world case 
studies of best practice were 
presented. 
GLORY, a japanese 
multinational company, is a 
partner of PLANAD for cash 
handling solutions. 

PLANAD won the “Official Banking Partner” Award 
by Gemalto, at a ceremony held in Dubai.
Gemalto, world leader in digital security, is a partner 
of PLANAD for banking services and payment solutions. 

“Official Banking Partner” Award  
by Gemalto
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PLANAD implemented a car fleet 
monitoring, control and management 
system, in real time and with geo-
referenced management information. 

Contributors: 
Adelino Júnior, Catarina Silva Gomes,  
Fátima Marques, Isabel Rocha e Pedro Marques.

CAR  
FLEET

PLANAD has renewed its car 
fleet, and currently holds 

107
 VEHICLES 

31 

MOTORCYCLES

This ensures a higher quality 
of the technical assistance 
operation throughout the 

Angolan territory.

Benefits:
· Management reports and indicators;
· Real-time information; 
· Superior cost control;
· Increased driver accountability; 
·  Greater fleet security, both active and passive;
·  Productivity (duration of daily routes, places 

visited, stay times). 

Implementation  
of Fleet 
Management 
System 

Rua Assalto de Moncada, 
15, Luanda – Angola

ATM
+244 222 679 921 tel
+244 222 679 997 fax
atm.helpdesk@planad.co.ao

POS (Point-of-Sale)
+244 222 679 924 tel
tpa.helpdesk@planad.co.ao

SOFTWARE 
+244 222 679 927 tel
dss.helpdesk@planad.co.ao

HEADQUARTERS 

CREDITS

HELPDESK  VIANA PARK 
(Service and Logistics Centre)

Estrada de Calumbo 
Viana Park
Armazéns 5Q4, 6Q4, 7Q4
Município de Viana
Luanda

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 
+244 222 679 925 tel

Helpdesk 
MULTIFUNCTIONS,  
HARDWARE, COUNTERS 
+244 222 679 926 tel 
+244 993 198 557 / 8 / 9 tlm 
+244 936 759 812 tlm
dlab.helpdesk@planad.co.ao

LOGISTICS
+244 222 679 919 / 920 tel

years

This training provided to 128 employees is 
meant to modify the driving behaviour of 
our staff and addressed the principles of 
defensive driving and the various causes 

Ongoing training in “Defensive 
Driving – Light Vehicles”

of accidents, in addition to risk 
measurement and identification 
of road hazards, in order to avoid 
accidents.



For Banking Institutions looking to offer a distinct  
and quality service:
TD 412 is a large capacity and high speed deposit solution with the 
latest technologies, such as notes authentication and serial number 
tracking.
This deposit solution enables Banking Institutions to reduce queues 
at the branches, giving the client the ability to make self-service 
deposits, which are validated and debit, in real time, to a pre-
selected account by the client. 

· 600 notes per minute
· Safe capacity - 35000 notes
· Escrow up to 400 notes

For non-banking institutions that appreciate  
cash management and control in real time:
Business areas: retail, public transportation, health, 
public administration, hospitals, restaurants, financial 
services, shopping centres, universities, hotels, 
airports, gas stations, train stations.

Benefits:
·  Greater automation in administrative and 

control tasks, which translates into an overall 
cost reduction.

·  It adapts to customer needs and is easily 
integrated into any management system.

·  Detect suspicious coins and notes and reduce, 
significantly, the risk of robbery.

·  Processes up to 600 notes per minute,  
with a centralized management system.

Deposit Solution  
TD 412 by ZARPH

www.planad.co.ao We make it happen


